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This book is dedicated to…

Brian and Kelly, who make my world magical.

— Cheryl Rose Campbell

James and Jessica, who were my own joyful fi rst graders.

—Staci Justus
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Jim likes to run.

He is fast when he runs.
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Jim sees an ad.

The ad is for the Fun Run.
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“Look, Dad,” says Jim.

“Look at this ad.

It is for the Fun Run.

It is at my school.

I want to be in the Fun Run.”
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Dad looks at the ad.

“It looks like fun,” he says.

“But it is a long run.

You must be fit.”
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“I am fit,” Jim says.

“Yes,” says Dad.

“You are fit.

But you must run and run.

You can not quit.

You can not give up.”
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Dad and Jim run.

They run on the track.

Then Jim stops.

“I have to rest, Dad,”

pants Jim.

Jim sits down.
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“Jim, you can not stop,”

says Dad.

“You must give it your best.

You can not quit.”

Jim gets up.

He runs with Dad.
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Dad and Jim run.

They run up the hill.

Then Jim stops.

“I have to rest, Dad,”

pants Jim.

Jim sits down.
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“Jim, you can not stop,”

says Dad.

You can not quit.

You must give it your best.”

Jim gets up.

He runs with Dad.
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It is the day of the Fun Run.

Jim runs fast.

He runs past all the kids.
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Then Jim trips.

He falls.

He skins his hands.

He skins his legs.
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The kids run past him.

Jim gets up.

He limps.

He hops and limps.

He limps and hops.
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Jim gets to the end.

He is the last one.
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Dad runs to Jim.

He hugs Jim.
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“Jim, you did not win,”

says Dad.

“But you are a winner.

You did not stop.

You did not give up.

Most of all, you gave it 

your best.”
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best

Most of all, you gave your it best.

    

    

Focus Word
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Four Step Vocabulary

Closed Syllables with Short Vowels

fit give him his

is it win kid

this quit with sit

get leg yes then

am an at can

have dad ran tap

but fun hug run

hop not on lot
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Open Syllables and Silent Magnetic E 
Syllables with Long Vowels

he            be            like            gave

Four Step Vocabulary

Complex Closed Syllables with Short Vowels

all hill fall long

and end hand pant

limp best rest past

skin stop trip track
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T.R.I.C.K.y Words and Phrases

Review T.R.I.C.K.y  Words

are

day

for

look

my

of

one

school

the

they

to

you

says

see

want

your

Phrases

Jim likes

You are

sits down

says Dad

Most of all

Jim sees

You gave

New T.R.I.C.K.y  Words

down most
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